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Online Consumer Psychology: Understanding and Influencing Consumer Behavior in the Virtual WorldLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2005
This volume contains edited versions of papers that were presented at the 2001 Advertising and Consumer Psychology Conference in Seattle, Washington. This annual conference was sponsored by the Society for Consumer Psychology (Division 23 of the American Psychological Association) with sponsorship assistance from Accenture Institute for Strategic...
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Intelligent Databases: Technologies and ApplicationsIGI Global, 2006
Computer-based information technologies have been extensively used to help many organizations, private companies, and academic and education institutions manage their processes and information systems hereby become their nervous center. Information systems are used to manage data. The explosion of massive data sets created by businesses, science...
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Information Science in Theory and PracticeK. G. Saur, 2004
It is nowadays a commonplace that we are living in an ‘information society’. The practical importance of information to problem solving, decision making, and just plain coping with life is clear to all. The communication of information in society is an immensely variegated and complex phenomenon, and the more understanding of it we can...
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A Practical Guide to Data Structures and Algorithms using JavaCRC Press, 2007

	Although traditional texts present isolated algorithms and data structures, they do not provide a unifying structure and offer little guidance on how to appropriately select among them. Furthermore, these texts furnish little, if any, source code and leave many of the more difficult aspects of the implementation as exercises. A fresh...
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Sensors: Theory, Algorithms, and Applications (Springer Optimization and Its Applications)Springer, 2011

	
		In recent years, technological advances have resulted in the rapid development of
	
		a new exciting research direction – the interdisciplinary use of sensors for data
	
		collection, systems analysis, and monitoring. Application areas include military
	
		surveillance, environmental screening, computational neuroscience,...
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Enterprise Management with SAP SEM/ Business Analytics (SAP Excellence)Springer, 2005
In order to make strategy happen there is a need for powerful management information systems. SAP focuses on the application of modern business administration concepts, e.g. Value Based Management, the Balanced Scorecard, the Management Cockpit or flexible planning methods.

The book describes the methodology and implementation of a...
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Biometric User Authentication for IT Security: From Fundamentals to Handwriting (Advances in Information Security)Springer, 2005
Biometric user authentication techniques have evoked an enormous interest by science, industry and society in the recent past. Scientists and developers have constantly pursued the technology for automated determination or confirmation of the identity of subjects based on measurements of physiological or behavioral traits of humans. Many biometric...
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Statistical Methods in Counterterrorism: Game Theory, Modeling, Syndromic Surveillance, and Biometric AuthenticationSpringer, 2006
"Counterterrorism is an important research area for national security and defense, and an area where statisticians can provide insights and tools to improve the standard practice. As funding and governmental interest in these areas continues to grow, this book will provide a stepping stone for those interested in this emerging area of...
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Computer Based Design and Manufacturing (Manufacturing Systems Engineering)Springer, 2006
As industry adopts a consumer focus in its product development strategy, it offers broader product ranges, shorter model lifetimes, and the ability to process orders in arbitrary lot sizes. This offers the ability to conduct early product design and development trade-off analysis among these competing objectives. The use of information technologies...
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Fundamentals of Air Pollution, Fourth EditionAcademic Press, 2007
A compendium for all involved directly or indirectly in decision making about air pollution control-regulatory or engineering.     

       Fundamentals of Air Pollution is an important and widely used textbook in the environmental science and engineering community.  Written shortly after the passage of the seminal Clean Air Act...
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Low-Angle Radar Land ClutterWilliam Andrew Publishing, 2002

	A necessary reference for all radar engineers or analysts including many levels of managers, advisors and decision makers in the U.S. and worldwide radar industry. Directly useful in both military (DOD) and civilian (FAA) applications. The result of 20 years of research at MIT Lincoln Lab, this book is of the most significant tehcnological...
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Neural Networks and Their ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 1996

	Neural Networks started as an academic discipline over 50 years ago with the publication by McCulloch and Pitts of their famous result that any logical problem can be solved by a suitable network composed of so-called binary decision nodes. These are processors which make the simplest possible decision, that is, whether or not to respond to a...
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